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Abstract. Various networking applications and systems must be tested before the final deployment. Many of the tests are performed on network testbeds such as Emulab, PlanetLab, etc. These testbeds are large in scale and organize devices in relatively fixed ways. It is difficult for them to incorporate the latest personalized devices, such as smart watches, smart glasses and other emerging gadgets, so they tend to fall short in supporting personalized experiments using devices around users. Moreover, these testbeds commonly impose restrictions on users in terms of when and where to carry out experiments making them clumsy or inconvenient to use. The paper proposes to build a testbed utilizing users’ devices in their own personal area networks (PANs). We have designed and implemented a prototype, which we call PANBED. Our experiments show that PANBED allows users to set up different scenes to test applications using a home router, PCs, mobile phones and other equipment. PANBED is light weighted with a size less than 16 KB and it has little impact to the other functions of the PAN. The experiment results also prove the realism, effectiveness, flexibility and convenience of PANBED.
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1. Introduction

Various networking applications and systems must be tested before the final deployment. Presently there are four commonly used test methods in networking and distributed system research: network simulation, overlay network, network emulation, and network testbed.

Network simulation is the method of simulating the operations of each network layer using a kind of software called simulator. Changes of system states caused by different events are recorded and modeled by the simulator. Network simulation is relatively simple, low-cost, controllable, repeatable, and relies on pure software environment to breaks the limitation of physical resources. Ns-2 [19], ns-3 [32], OMNet ++ [39], Atemu [30], TOSSIM [25], GloMoSim [8], SensorSim [28] are the most widely used simulation systems. However, a simulated environment can be quite different from the real physical environment, and it cannot capture changes of lower network layers in many cases, resulting in poor realism of experimental results.

A overlay network is a real network environment built on another existing network [4], which can test and evaluate the realistic performance of protocols and algorithms, such
as RON [7] and PlanetLab [12]. But overlay networks are high-cost, vulnerable to the impact of other network environments, and users are cumbersome to modify the network parameters, and unable to monitor the network behaviors which making the experiments and tests unrepeatable and difficult to control.

Network emulation is a trade-off method between network simulation and overlay network [44]. An emulation system achieves functions of a real system by using the software simulation and abstraction techniques on real devices and introducing the configurable parameters such as packet loss and link delay. Typical emulation systems are VMNet [45], Avrora [37], Dummynet [33], NSE [16], and ModelNet [38] and so on. An emulated environment is very close to a real one. It also possesses the repeatability of network simulation and realism of overlay network but it requires cumbersome manual configuration.

Current network testbeds typically incorporate simulation, emulation and overlay network into an integrated experimental platform of software and hardware. They are capable of producing repeatable and controllable scenes to reduce costs of setting up experiments. They are easy to use and offer different degrees of realism. The well-known network testbeds include Emulab [44], Kansei [14], MoteLab [43], GNOMES [42], GENI [9], Winlab [6], etc. However, these large-scale network testbeds tend to have some shortcomings: (i) A user must login to a testbed remotely to carry out his experiment, and the availability of devices is out of his control; (ii) it is difficult for these testbeds to incorporate the up-to-date or personalized devices, such as smart watches, smart glasses and other emerging gadgets, so they tend to fall short in supporting experiments aiming at the latest devices around users. (iii) The background traffic in both simulated and emulated systems is not realistic, which affects the realism of experimental results.

In order to overcome the shortcomings of large-scale network testbeds, this paper proposes to build a network testbed using users’ devices in their own personal area networks (PANs). We have designed and implemented a prototype of this system, which we call PANBED. Our experiments show that PANBED allow users to set up different scenes to test applications using a home router, PCs, and mobile phones. The results demonstrate PANBED enable users to assess applications at their convenience using diverse, personal, up-to-date and low cost devices around them with little impact to existing PANs. As far as we know, PANBED is the first network testbed built on devices in a PAN.

To design and implement PANBED, we have identified and addressed the following six key challenges:

(1) Where to implement traffic shaping?

The traffic shaping in some testbeds is implemented by running DummyNet on the intermediate nodes (delay node). However, the same way cannot be adopted in the PANBED, because devices in a PAN are quite different from that in a testbed. Firstly, the number of devices in a PAN is limited. Most likely, there are only one home router and several devices. Secondly, not all devices in a PAN support DummyNet. Thirdly, these devices not only participate in experiments, but also complete original tasks for users, thus PANBED should change these devices as little as possible. For these reasons, we choose a home router to support the traffic shaping in the PANBED.

(2) How to implement traffic shaping?

There are two flow control modules, Netem and TC, in Linux that can shape the flow through a network card. OpenWRT [15] is based on the Linux kernel and often
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used in embedded network devices. PANBED loads OpenWRT into the home router and implements the traffic shaping utilizing the Netem and TC modules.

(3) Is isolation of the control flow and data flow necessary on PANBED?
Some testbeds isolate the control flow from data flow by installing multiple network cards in experimental devices, and creating the control vlan and experimental vlans on switches, but devices in a PAN do not have such hardware conditions, so similar methods cannot be used in the PANBED. Devices in a PAN are all around users, and users know well about these devices. PANBED almost does not modify users’ devices and only applies data flow control policies on the home router, so there is no isolation of the control flow from data flow.

(4) How to ensure the repeatability of experiments?
To ensure the repeatability of experiments and the consistency of experimental environments, many testbeds initialize devices with default or saved parameters before an experiment. However, in PANBED experimental devices are not dedicated. They need to complete their original tasks and cannot be frequently initialized, so it is difficult to ensure the repeatability of experiments in this situation. PANBED adopts two empirical approaches: (i) Since users know enough about the experimental devices, PANBED allows users to decide whether or not to initialize their devices, thereby improving the repeatability of experiments; (ii) before an experiment, PANBED collects and records system states of experimental devices, and provides secondary reference to users for the analysis of experimental results.

(5) How about realism?
In some testbeds there exist both real devices and simulated components such as NSE and DummyNet, but in PANBED, there are only real devices and it makes experimental results more realistic. In addition, the background traffic in many testbeds is not realistic, which affects the realism of experimental results. In PANBED, the background traffic is real, so the experimental results are more realistic.

(6) How does a user deploy her own application?
In most testbeds, a user remotely logs into experimental devices through SSH and deploys his application. In PANBED, all devices are around users, he can directly login and operate these devices.

We have designed and implemented PANBED based on the solutions to the above issues. Our experimental results show PANBED allows users to evaluate applications at their convenience, allows users to set up different scenes to test applications using a home router, PCs, and mobile phones and guarantees the realism of the experiment.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. The background and related work are given in Section 2. Section 3 and Section 4 describes the design and implementation of PANBED. The experiment and evaluation results are analyzed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The goal of PANBED is to provide users with a low-cost and flexible network testbed utilizing devices in users’ PAN. The following introduces the related research works about the network testbed, OpenWrt and PAN.


2.1. Network Testbed

Various networking applications and systems must be tested before the final deployment. Tests based on a real environment are high cost, long time, difficult to control and repeat. Test results based on a simulation are inaccurate compared with that based on a real environment. So in recent years, many researchers have begun to study and build network testbeds [12], [44], [38].

These testbeds are relatively large in scale and their operation mode generally are: (1) In one or several physical spaces, devices are organized in a fixed ways and some resource pools are formed; (2) users login the web server of a testbed through Internet after registration and being agreed by the administrator; (3) users submit their experimental requirements which specifying the device type, operating system version, connection topology of these devices and parameters of these links, such as bandwidth, delay, and loss; (4) testbed servers parse these experimental requirements, allocate resources, and build network environments for users according to their requirements; (5) users login the assigned devices via SSH or telnet remotely and begin their experiments.

These testbeds provide users with controllable and repeatable experiment environments without any input from them, but, their device types are limited and it is time-consuming to introduce emerging devices into testbeds which limits their flexibility. PANBED proposed in this paper can build a testbed for users using devices in their PAN and enables user to assess applications at their conveniences using diverse, personal, up-to-date and low cost devices around them with little impact to the existing PAN.

2.2. OpenWrt Routers

OpenWrt is an embedded system based on Linux kernel and often used in network devices such as industrial devices, telephones, small robots, smart homes and routers, etc. The sofware architecture of OpenWrt is shown in Fig. 1.

![Software architecture of OpenWrt](image)

**Fig. 1.** Software architecture of OpenWrt [15] which shows OpenWrt is embedded a number of tools, such as uClibc, busybox and shell interpreter, etc. based on the basic Linux kernel.

Recently, OpenWrt is supported by more and more router vendors, such as 3Com, D-Link, TP-Link, Huawei, Netgear, etc. [3]. At the same time, many researchers also choose OpenWrt routers as a basic component in their researches for its openness and programmability. For example, Kai implemented a PPPoE traffic control system [46], Kim implemented the remotely intelligent management to an indoor lighting system so as to save energy [22], Kciuk realized the remotely control on robots in an intelligent buildings [21], Palazzi achieved the fast and smooth transmission of real-time flow and meanwhile ensured the high throughput of TCP applications [27], Lee designed a software-defined...
wireless mesh network architecture SD-WMN [24], Serrano built a low-cost wireless network testbed [34], Reich designed a delay tolerance network testbed-MadNet [31].

### 2.3. Personal Area Network

PAN (Personal Area Network) refers to connecting personal terminal devices as a network by using variety of communication technologies, and nowadays, wireless personal area network (WPAN) is one of the main forms of PAN. Currently, researches on WPAN mainly focus on enhancements and improvements of the performance of WPAN such as throughput, energy consumption, coverage, data transmission rate and so on [35], [26], [11], [49], [50], [40], [23], some researchers also use WPAN to realize intelligent home, telemedicine and other purposes [17], [41], [29], [20], [13], [47], [48]. Up to now, there is no research to build a testing platform for users using devices in their PAN.

PANBED enables users to do testing with diverse, personal, latest devices around them and with little impact to existing PAN. As far as we know, PANBED is the first testbed to be built by utilizing devices within a PAN.

![Fig. 2. PANBED architecture which is a light weight function based on the OpenWrt and is divided into frontend and backend.](image-url)
3. **PANBED Design**

3.1. **Overall Architecture**

Usually there is a home router, several PCs, smart phones, tablets, sensors and other equipment in a PAN, and it is difficult and complex for users to do tests directly using these devices. PANBED provides users a convenient way to do testing under different network scenes using diverse, personal, and latest devices around them.

The architecture of PANBED is shown in Fig. 2. Users choose experimental devices and set experiment rules through the Web frontend. The backend completes functions such as discovering devices, configuring router, analyzing and applying rules, etc.

3.2. **Frontend Design**

PANBED provides a web access for users to facilitate their operations. Many testbeds set up a separate web server to deal with experimental requests. However, the number of devices within a PAN is limited, even no PC, so it is unrealistic to set up a separate web server in PANBED but to build the web service on the OpenWrt router.

Usually, users configure a router through a web page which is a web service based on uHTTPd [5]. uHTTPd is aimed towards being an efficient and stable server, suitable for lightweight tasks, commonly used with embedded devices and proper integration with OpenWrt’s configuration framework [2].

For minimizing impact on the router and convenience of users, the web frontend of PANBED is embedded within the LuCI configuration page in a OpenWrt router with the template way, as shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Front-End Design of PANBED.](image)

![Fig. 4. Traffic Shaping of PANBED.](image)

3.3. **Backend Design**

In PANBED, traffic control is the basis of backend’s other functions, and repeatability of experiments is one of the important issues that PANBED needs to consider as a testbed.
Design of traffic control. In some testbeds, traffic shaping was implemented by DummyNet running on another Delay Node. DummyNet is a tool of FreeBSD system. In a PAN, there are a limited number of devices, PANBED cannot install and run DummyNet on all devices because these devices are not proprietary lab devices and may not support DummyNet; in addition, there may be no enough nodes to act as delay nodes; moreover, in order not to affect users’ daily use, we should minimize the changes to these devices. For these reasons, traffic shaping in PANBED is implemented on the OpenWrt router.

OpenWrt supports two network emulation modules of Linux: netem [18] and TC (Traffic Controller)[10], [1]. Netem can simulate complex network transmission characteristics in a well-behaved LAN, such as variable bandwidth, delay, loss, repetition and reordering. TC controls the working mode of netem. TC supports classless and classful queue disciplines. The classless disciplines are relatively simple, and the data flow can be sorted, speed limited, and discarded, but cannot be differentiated fine-grained. The classful disciplines can implement fine-grained and differentiated traffic control by classifying packets with the classifier and filter.

In PANBED, a home router transmits experimental flow and non-experimental flow at the same time, but only control the experimental flow, so the classful disciplines are applied to achieve fine-grained traffic control. There are three types of classful queue disciplines: CBQ (based on class queuing), HTB (hierarchical token bucket) and PRIO (priority queue), but only HTB can control the flow fine-grained and easily, so we implement the traffic control using the HTB queue as shown in Fig. 4.

Repeatability of experiments. To ensure the repeatability of experiments, many testbeds initialized experimental devices before experiments starting. However, devices in a PAN are not special testing devices, and store a large amounts of users’ data, it is not possible to initialize these devices frequently which poses challenges to the repeatability of experiments.

We take two empirical approaches to improve the repeatability: (i) Since users know enough about their experimental devices, PANBED allows them to decide whether or not to initialize these devices; (ii) PANBED records the system state of every experimental device before experiments starting, such as system version, CPU, memory usage, etc., and provides users a reference for analyzing of experiment results.

4. Implementation Details

4.1. Implementation of Frontend

The frontend is implemented by using the template technology through the OpenWrt LuCi configuration page. Users can view all devices connected to the router, select experimental devices and do their experiments through the web page.

4.2. Implementation of Backend

In order to enable users to easily build their personal testbed using devices around them, the backend needs to accomplish tasks such as device discovery, router configuration, rules parsing, rules applying and restore the PAN to the initial states after experiments.
Discovering devices. In home environments, most users use DHCP to allocate IP addresses, subnet masks, gateways, and DNS information to devices in a PAN. On an OpenWrt router, the information of devices connected to it is stored in dhcp.leases file and odhcpd file. PANBED discovers and displays all connected devices on the LuCI web page by parsing them.

Configuring the router. By default, a home router cannot directly control the flow using TC because for most of home routers, a LAN port doesn’t be equipped a separate network interface adapter card (NIC). Usually, all wired LAN ports share a NIC, and all wireless devices share another NIC. Data exchanges among WAN, LAN and Wi-Fi go by bridge, and data exchanges among wired LAN ports don’t pass through the NIC, as shown in Fig. 5 [2]. TC is a tool of network layer, and it can control the traffic only when the traffic passes through a physical NIC.

To solve the problem, vlan technology is used in PANBED. When users select N test devices, PANBED automatically creates N vlans on the router, and puts each device into a separate vlan so that data flow among these devices must pass through a physical NIC and make the TC take effect. In addition, PANBED creates routings for these vlans, because devices belonging to different vlans cannot communicate directly.

![Fig. 5. Architecture of a Common AP which shows that all wired LAN ports share a NIC, and wireless devices share another NIC. The data exchanges among wired LAN ports don’t pass through the NIC.](image)

Parsing and applying rules. Links among testing devices specified by users are correspond to a series of rules. The format of each rule is as source device, destination device,
bandwidth, delay, loss. PANBED parses and applies these rules by performing Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1:
(1) Creates N vlans on the Router;
(2) Bonds every vlan with a specific interface, for example, vlan3 with eth0.3, vlan4 with eth0.4;
(3) Allocates N experiment devices into N Vlans respectively;
(4) Set IPs= {IPd1, IPd2 IPdn}; d1, d2,…, and dn refers to experiment device 1, device 2,…, and device n.
(5) Read Rules
(6) For each rule[i] in Rules
    Creates a htb sub-class with handle i and sets up the bandwidth limiter;
    Sets up netem for configuring delay and loss for sub-class i;
    Sets up the filter for filtering data flows of meeting conditions;
    Writes all above to a shell script file;
(7) Run the script file;

Restoration of PAN environment. After finishing experiments, PANBED removes all experimental rules, vlans and routings on the router and restores the PAN to original states.

5. Evaluation

Users just need to upload several script files less than 16KB to a home router to utilize PANBED to do experiments. The following illustrates the realism, effectiveness and convenience of PANBED with a use case.

5.1. Use Case

With the enhancement of smart devices, mobile applications based on crowdsourcing are more and more. Assuming that a crowdsourcing application requires smart devices such as mobile phones, smart bracelets, watches and glasses to periodically report position, temperature, humidity and noise. For not influencing users’ experience, the application can store the data in a file for a while until the file size exceeds a threshold, then upload it to the server.

A suitable threshold is important for better users’ experience and it is related to many factors, among which the network condition is an important factor. When users are in a good Wi-Fi environment, the threshold can be set larger, but when users are in a mobile network environment with bad signal, too large threshold will increase the upload delay, even cause fail.

In order to improve users’ experience, the developer wants to test a suitable threshold at different network conditions, and make the application adjust the threshold automatically according to the current network condition.

The current testbeds’ supporting for smart devices are limited, some of them use virtual machine, and some of them provide real android smart phones, but their versions are old and their hardware condition is limited, so there exist some problems to complete similar testing tasks described above on these testbeds.
Certainly, the developer also can use devices around him to do the testing directly, but the processes are too complex. Firstly, the developer should be good at the Linux and network technology such as cross compile of OpenWrt, routing, vlan, traffic control and other technologies. Secondly, the developer should know the network configurations of each experimental device, configure the testing rules and restore them after experiments by manually.

PANBED builds a convenient experimental environment for testers utilizing devices around them. Using PANBED, testers can do testing easily and needn’t to care about the configuration of each device and the implementation details of the underlying.

5.2. PANBED Setup

One of the important advantages of PANBED is portability and economy. We purchase an OEM OpenWrt router which works in 2.4GHz, with four 5dBi high omnidirectional antennas, supports IEEE 802.11b / g / n, IEEE 802.3 and IEEE 802.3u protocols, with a maximum wireless speed of 300Mbps, with one adaptive WAN port of 10/100M, four adaptive LAN port of 100/1000M, with wireless security basic features, with motherboard chipset of MT7620N, and costs about 65 Yuan RMB.

PANBED is light weighted. Firstly, it is very easy to install PANBED on an OpenWrt home router which only requires users to upload several script files to the router by SHH. The size of these files is less than 16KB, and they provide users all functions of PANBED. The total time of loading PANBED is less than 2 minutes.

Secondly, it is very simple for users to do testing on the PANBED. Users log on the router through the web browser such as http://192.168.1.1/. Then they can choose devices and do testing easily. Fig. 6 shows our devices in the PAN, including one PC, two Android phones, one Android smart glasses and one android smart bracelet. All devices are in network 192.168.1.0/24, connect to the router by Ethernet or Wi-Fi, can communicate with each other, and access the Internet.

![Fig. 6. Devices in our PAN including an OpenWrt home router, a PC, two android mobile phones, a smart glass and a smart bracelet, and they are in a same vlan initially.](image-url)
5.3. Experiment Results

For completing the testing tasks described in the use case and verifying the effectiveness of PANBED, we implement a client app based on the android platform and a server program of language C. The client periodically collects the position, temperature, humidity and noise of current environments and writes to a file. The client will send the file to a server when the file size is larger than the threshold set by the user. After uploading, the client returns the time taken by the uploading operation.

In following experiments, we choose android mobile phones as experimental devices for convenience, but PANBED is not confined to them, and those who support Wi-Fi and TCP/IP protocols can all be supported by PANBED.

![Fig. 7. Comparing of the results between PANBED and the real environment in four different network conditions which shows the values of RTT in PANBED are very similar with the real environment, and the difference is related to the dynamics of the network in some extent.]

Realism of PANBED. Firstly we validate the realism of PANBED. We run the client on the android phone1 and run the server respectively on a remote PC and on the PC1 shown in Fig. 6. Then we measure the time taken by the uploading operation in two situation. In order to ensure the realism, we measure the network link between the android phone1 and the remote PC in real time with iperf [36] before the uploading, then emulate a same network link on the PANBED. The comparing results of PANBED and real situation in four different network conditions are shown in Fig. 7(a) - Fig. 7(d). We find that the experiment results on PANBED are essentially in agreement with that in the real environment and it proves the realism of PANBED.
Effectiveness of PANBED. To resolve the problems described in the use case and verify the effectiveness of PANBED, we emulate three different network links on PANBED and measure the uploading time at different thresholds: (1) 4G network at 32Mbps bandwidth and 24ms delay; (2) 4G network at 96Mbps bandwidth and 83ms delay; (3) 4G network at 160Mbps bandwidth and 67ms delay. The results are shown in Fig. 8. We find, for the general mobile network, when the file size is less than 150K Bytes, the time spent on uploading file is relatively stable, but when the file size exceeds 180K Bytes, the time taken by uploading file will grow at the speed of two times, three times, and even 4 times. It proves that PANBED can effectively solve the similar experimental requirements described in the use case.

Fig. 8. RTT at Different Network and Different Threshold which shows the PANBED could simulate different network scene effectively.

Fig. 9. Downloading time of android phone2 in two situations which shows the impact of doing experiment in the PAN is slight to other non-experimental devices.
Impact to other functions of PAN. The impact of PANBED to other non-experimental devices is very slight. We measure the time consumed by the android phone2 (shown in Fig. 6) which downloads files in case of not running PANBED and running PANBED on the router. When running PANBED, android phone1 and PC1 are selected as experimental devices, the link between them is set as BW=3Mbit/s and delay=19ms. The android phone1 sends data to PC1 continually. The results is shown in Fig. 9 which illustrates that the time taken by the android phone2 to download files is similar under two conditions and that proves it has little influence for other non-experiment devices to run PANBED on the router.

Fig. 10 displays the impact of PANBED on the memory and CPU of the router in three cases: (i) PANBED is not installed on the router; (ii) PANBED is installed but no testing task; (iii) PANBED is installed and works. The network scene is set as BW = 56 Kbit/s, Delay = 10ms, Loss = 0.10. The results are shown in Fig. 10 which prove that installing PANBED has little influence on the router and the PANBED is light weighted.

Fig. 10. Performance impact of PANBED to the router which shows the PANBED is a lightweight function embedded into the OpenWrt and its impact to the router is acceptable.

6. Conclusion

The paper describes the design and implementation of the prototype of PANBED, which build a small-scale personal testbed for users utilizing devices in their own personal area networks (PANs). The experiment results show that PANBED allows users to set up different network scenes to test applications easily using a home router, PCs, mobile phones and other devices. PANBED is light weighted with a size less than 16 KB and it has little impact to other functions of a PAN. The experiment results also prove the realism, effectiveness, flexibility and convenience of PANBED. PANBED can be used as a supplement to some existing testbeds and enable users to assess small applications at their convenience using diverse, personal, latest and low cost devices around them.
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